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PURPOSE
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report provides details and results of the water conservation education program
implemented in Strathcona Regional District (SRD) northern Area D from late May to
December 2018.
SRD staff reported that water demand in northern Area D had increased steadily from
2013 to 2017 and that a projection of the trend indicated a further increase of 14.5% in
2018.
The goal of the water conservation program was to:
Reduce or eliminate the projected 14.5 % increase in water use.
The water conservation program focused on ensuring that residents were aware of the
rationale for the water conservation program and of ways to reduce water consumption
in summer.
The less water that is used, the less water needs to be purchased.
Reducing the purchase price reduces the cost of bulk water (but not the rates). This
frees up money to potentially be used for infrastructure renewals and capital
improvements.
Residents were engaged primarily via door to door visits for properties that were in
contravention of the sprinkling restrictions bylaw. Additional engagement occurred
through an introductory open house, surveys, mail-outs, information hand-outs, a water
hotline and newspaper articles.
Consumption data available from the City of Campbell River invoices from January to
December 2018 indicated that the anticipated 14.5% increase in water demand did not
occur. In fact, total water consumption dropped by 5.3% (calculated by adjusting both
2017 and 2018 consumption to 365 days).
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This would indicate that many residents did their part to practice water conservation
strategies.
Formal and informal surveys uncovered barriers to water conservation as expressed by
northern Area D residents and observed by educators. These barriers include:
•

Not knowing about the implementation of Stage 2 restrictions as of July 1st

•

Not knowing irrigation bylaw specifics

•

Confusion about geographical boundaries between City of Campbell River and
Regional District

•

Poor soil (sandy, gravel)

•

Lack of knowledge on role of evapo-transpiration, recommended soil type and
depth and recommended mower height for improved irrigation efficiency

•

Absenteeism due to camp work or holidays and catching up on watering upon
return to avoid losing plants, regardless of time and day

•

Out-dated timers unable to switch from an odds and evens to a two days per
week irrigation schedule

•

Lack of knowledge about micro-or drip irrigation systems

•

Belief that it is leaks in the system and not consumption that is causing the yearly
increase in water demand

Recommendations to address and eliminate these barriers are presented in this report.
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THE FIRM
Luisa E. Richardson, Environmental Education, has been providing education and
outreach programs on behalf of municipal and regional governments since 2006. Her
team includes environmental science students hired as summer staff, as well as subcontractors when needed.
In 2014, Luisa was awarded the City of Campbell River Stewardship Award for
dedication to “Water/Energy Conservation Initiatives and Action in Campbell River”.
In 2018, the firm was contracted by the Strathcona Regional District (SRD) to create
and provide water conservation outreach and education program for residents and
commercial properties within the northern Area D water service area boundaries.
A summer student was hired as assistant water conservation educator to help with
neighbourhood visits between July and August.
SCOPE
Starting in June 2018 and ending on December 31st, 2018, a water conservation
education and outreach program was created for, and delivered to, residents within the
northern Area D water service area boundaries. This area stretches from Jubilee
Parkway to York Road.
BACKGROUND
Background on the need for a water conservation program in northern Electoral Area D
was presented by SRD staff to the Electoral Areas Services Committee (EASC) on May
9th and again to the SRD Board on May 24, 2018.
According to the first report (SRD 1, 2018), the SRD provides safe, potable drinking
water to approximately 1200 property owners in northern Area D (SRD 1).
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The property ownership can be broken down as follows:
Property Owner Type
Commercial
Residential - unmetered
Residential - metered
Total properties

Number
12
1170
30
1212

%
1%
97%
2%
100%

Financial analysis indicated that the water delivery service had run at a deficit of
$221,390 in 2017 (ibid). The second report (SRD 2, 2018) provided the data that
described the reasons for the shortfall:
1. Bulk rates for water purchased from the City of Campbell River (CCR) were
increasing yearly as laid out in City of Campbell River User Fees and Charges
Bylaw 3684 (Fig 1.).

Bulk Water Rate $/m3
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Figure 1. Bulk water rates were increasing yearly
.
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2. Water consumption in northern Electoral Area D was also increasing yearly, with
unmetered residential properties using 65% more water than metered properties.
Water demand in 2018 was forecasted to increase by a further 14.5% (Fig. 2).

Area D Total Water Consumption
(m3/year)
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Figure 2. Water consumption was increasing each year, and forecasted to
increase a further 14.5% in 2018 (red portion of graph)

3. Emergency and operating costs were increasing.
4. Increasing costs were not passed on to northern Area D residents in 2017.
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The 2017 deficit meant that there was no money available in 2018 for reserves for
infrastructure replacement (Fig. 3). Because expenses were higher than revenues, the
budget was not balanced and the fiscal system was unsustainable.

Figure 3. There was no money at the start of 2018 to contribute to reserves for
infrastructure replacement (SRD 2, 2018).
As the SRD is legally responsible to financially manage the system, various proposals
to recover the lost revenues were presented to EASC and the SRD Board in May 2018
(SRD 1, 2018):
1. Reduce emergency repairs through preventive infrastructure replacement
2. Update Bylaw 2838 (SRD 3, 2018) to recover lost revenues and encourage
conservation
3. Audit system to ensure fair and equitable billing
4. Reduce water consumption through conservation initiatives
Proposal 4 reinforced the role of the water conservation outreach and education
program that will be covered in this report.
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Proposal 2 required a doubling in unmetered user rates, from $440 per year in 2017 to
$800 per year in 2018. On June 6, 2018, the Regional Board passed a bylaw to amend
the water rates as described in proposal 2.
The doubling of water rates caught northern Area D residents off guard. An area D
resident, representing a group of concerned residents, initiated a lawsuit against the
City of Campbell River (CCR) and the Strathcona Regional District. The doubling of
rates and lawsuit somewhat affected the delivery of the water conservation program, as
will be shown in this report.
GOALS
The water conservation outreach program was designed to ensure that northern Area D
residents had the information they needed to:
•

Understand the annual water consumption patterns and need to reduce water
consumption in summer

•

Know the tools/steps available to help reduce water consumption without loss of
lifestyle (e.g. gardening, lawns)

•

Act to reduce water consumption (e.g. following restrictions, re-setting timers,
adjusting irrigation to amounts)

The measurable outcomes of these goals would be:
•

Increased awareness of need to conserve water

•

Reduction in average residential per capita use

In addition, the program sought to uncover barriers to water conservation that might
exist in northern Electoral Area D.
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METHODOLOGY
PROGRAM INFORMATION

Vancouver Island climate (average weather data for 30 years, Fig. 4) normally results in
water consumption use
that is 2.5 to 3 times
higher in summer than
during the rest of the year
(Fig. 5). The increased
water consumption in
summer is known to be
caused by garden
irrigation practices,
primarily use of sprinklers
on lawns and gardens.
The 2018 water conservation
education program focused on

Figure 4. Black Creek, Campbell River Climate from
http://climate.weather.gc.ca/FAQ_e.html

the relationship between climate and its
effect on summer irrigation practices.
Residents were encouraged to
understand that improving irrigation
efficiency afforded the best opportunity
to reduce consumption and so, help
reduce the cost of bulk water
purchases.

Figure 5. Northern Area D annual water consumption - 2
and 5 year average (SRD 2, 2018)
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The higher the water demand and resulting water consumption, the higher the volume
of water that needs to be purchased
Additionally, the higher the demand, the more costs are incurred in treatment,
maintenance, delivery and need for infrastructure renewal
The top summer water conservation tips provided to residents included:
1. Follow the Stage 2 sprinkling restrictions
2. Raise lawn mower to 3”
3. Measure irrigation amount and adjust sprinkling time to add no more than 1” of
water per week (including rain)
4. Check soil depth. If <4 – 6” good loam, amend soil in spring and fall and use a
cycle and soak irrigation regimen during summer
Other recommendations for improving water efficiency outdoors and indoors were also
provided.
OUTREACH METHODS

Various outreach methods were used to convey the information described in the
previous section.
•

Government staff workshops for consistent messaging to residents

•

SRD water hotline phone and email

•

Water conservation open house

•

Support for the SRD messaging to residents via:
o Radio and newspaper interviews
o Creating content for press releases, posters, hand-outs, mail-outs

•

Neighbourhood patrolling and door to door visits

•

Formal and informal surveys to uncover barriers to water conservation as per
Community-Based Social Marketing techniques (McKenzie-Mohr, DM and Smith,
1999)
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TIMELINE

Each month’s activities included an interim report and meetings as necessary with SRD
staff. A water hotline was established in May and kept open until December. An
overview of monthly activities follows:
May:
•

Familiarize with Area D water service

•

Plan the timeline and messaging

•

Establish the water hotline for use throughout the program

June:
•

Government Staff Workshops

•

Community Open House

•

Design posters

•

Design hand-outs

•

Begin preliminary neighbourhood visits

•

Conduct first brown vs. green lawn survey

July/August:
•

Begin official neighbourhood patrolling and door to door visits

•

Create database to record patrolling results

•

Use community-based social marketing style questions to uncover barriers to
water conservation

•

Redesign hand-outs as necessary

•

Conduct second brown vs. green lawn survey

September
•

Data analysis

•

Reports
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October/November
•

Summarize program results and providing information for SRD residents
newsletters and Area D Road Show

•

Design and attend water conservation booth for road show

•

Gather information from Irrigation Industry Association of BC for planned
irrigation workshop in 2019

•

Begin design for the 2019 water conservation and irrigation workshop

December
•

Final report with recommendations
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RESULTS
ENGAGEMENT

An estimate for number of people engaged via all the types of outreach is shown below:
Engagement Type

People

Staff workshops

29

Open House

70

Water Hotline

49

Sprinkling contraventions
Other (Surveys, residents discussions)
Total

138
30
316

The following sections will describe results for each of the engagement types.
STAFF WORKSHOPS:

Three staff workshops were held for SRD staff as follows:
•

June 11, SRD Boardroom, 11 participants

•

June 12, SRD Boardroom, 3 participants

•

June 14, Strathcona Gardens, Dogwood Room, 15 participants

A PowerPoint explained the planned program, then the floor was opened for comments
and questions
COMMENTS, QUESTIONS

•

When and how will water meters be brought in?

•

Is it possible to opt out of water meters?

•

Is universal metering coming?

•

Will the cost of universal meters be picked up in the tax base?

•

If so, can people get help via a tax deferral?

•

NOTE: Grant funding will be sought for universal metering
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•

Will the program include other types of water conservation (e.g. indoors)?

•

Will the program include information on top soil, seed mixes, contractors list?

•

Will there be local examples available of xeriscaping and naturescaping?

•

Will you discuss the “California broom?”

•

People in Area D felt blind-sided by the rate increase

•

People need a preamble of the history, how we got to where we are today

•

A lot of people didn’t know that consumption was higher than other places

•

They didn’t know there was a correlation between higher water consumption and
higher rates

•

What caused the increased consumption in 2015?

•

People believe that it is leakage that is causing the apparent high consumption,
and that leaks are not being fixed

•

People want a comparison to other places

•

The program will need to counter the current narrative (CCR is out to get us for
not amalgamating and trying to enslave Area D)

OPEN HOUSE

Due to lack of Area D specific public events, it was necessary to create events. This
was initially planned by way of monthly open houses during the summer. After
considering various venues, Hagel Park was chosen as the location and the first water
conservation open house planned for June 21, 2018 between 5 and 7 pm. An invitation
was sent to residents via mail.
Two tents were set up. The first provided information on rates and water meters. It had
a sample water meter and included a large chart for people to indicate their attitudes
and opinions on the water service in northern Area D (Fig 6).
The second tent focused on water conservation information and options, and again,
included a chart where people would indicate what they would like to know more about
(Fig. 7)
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Figure 6. Open house informal survey
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Figure 7. Open house water conservation information
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People started arriving by 4:30 pm and by 5 pm, the crowd had grown to >70 people.
While the point of the open house was to discuss water conservation in the
summertime, people were more concerned about the increasing water rates, the
installation of water meters and the feeling that it was system leaks that were causing
the increasing consumption, rather than over-use of water by residents.
Figure 6 captured the mood of the gathering. Those who filled out the unofficial survey
felt that they used less water than average and so, were clearly not interested in water
conservation. Instead they felt that water system leaks were the problem.
They expressed the concern that the CCR was raising water rates exorbitantly and
would continue to do so. They felt that the CCR was punishing residents for not
amalgamating with the City, for voting against installation of a sewer system and that
the CCR was making a tax grab via the water system rates.
These concerns were repeated over and over throughout the summer as the education
program continued.
Some attendees were unfamiliar with the comparison of the local climate to a
“Mediterranean” climate. This comparison is a standard convention along eastern
Vancouver Island and refers to a climate pattern defined by the Köppen climate
classification (Wikipedia, 2018) as hot, dry summers and rainy, cooler fall, winter and
spring.
Based on the lack of interest to discuss water conservation at this event, the SRD made
the decision not to hold any more open houses on the topic in the summer of 2018.
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WATER HOTLINE SERVICE

The provision of a hotline for residents to call or email with questions or to report
properties in contravention of Bylaw 2838 is new to Area D residents. The service was
used a minimum of 52 times for the following topics:
Topic
Reporting a sprinkling violation
Angry calls about rates, Mediterranean climate, general venting about
CCR and SRD, mis-using tax-payer money, failure to join the CCR sewer
system, punishing Area D residents for not amalgamating
Calls about stage 1 or 2 confusion after newspaper article in mid-August
Calls to ask about sprinkling bylaw contravention letter left on door
Requests for information in meters
Miscellaneous: Kids playing in sprinkler, irrigation course dates,
consumption question, medical exemption, yellow water after 5 day
absence
Requests for new lawn permits
Reporting leaks
Questions about pressure washing
Total

No of Calls/emails
14
6
6
6
5
5
4
3
3
52

Hotline calls tended to increase after any form of communication with residents, whether
via a neighbourhood visit, newspaper article, newsletter or public event.
GROUND TRUTHING: BROWN VS. GREEN LAWNS

In order to get an idea of how many residents were maintaining green lawns and to gain
familiarity with the area, two educators surveyed brown vs. green lawns on every street
on June 19th. As one educator drove, the other recorded the street name, then counted
number of green lawns per street. The number of green lawns was tallied against all the
houses on that street (obtained from northern Area D Water Service Map provided by
the GIS department).
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For ease of access when patrolling and doing door to door visits, Area D was broken up
into 5 neighbourhoods as shown in the table below.
The brown vs. green survey was repeated on August 4th after a prolonged period of no
rain and above average temperatures in July.
Total
Homes*

% Green
Jun 19th

% Green
Aug 4th

Area

Description

1

Island Highway West

133

17%

8%

Island Highway East

172

22%

22%

15

87%

87%

Appian Way
2

Crawford to Engels

267

38%

19%

3

McGimpsey to Surfside

204

18%

12%

4

Storie to Henry

218

20%

15%

5

Craig to Vaughn

137

24%

17%

1146

25%

17%

Total/Weighted average
for %

*From northern Area D map provided by SRD GIS services.
Based on these observations, between 17 and 25% residences appeared to be actively
irrigating their lawns. The question arose: Were 17 – 25% of the homes with green
lawns responsible for the tripling of water demand observed in the summertime?
Without universal metering, it is impossible to tell. However, the following sections will
describe sprinkling restriction violations, examples of over-watering and barriers that
residents are experiencing that may affect efficient water use in the summertime.
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PATROLLING FOR BYLAW 2838 IRRIGATION CONTRAVENTIONS

EVOLUTION OF THE PROGRAM

The patrolling portion of the water conservation program officially began on July 1st,
coinciding with the start of stage 2 restrictions according to Bylaw 2838 (SRD 3, 2018).
Patrolling involved observing neighbourhoods at various times and visiting residences
observed to be in contravention of the irrigation bylaw (see excerpt in table below).
Strathcona Regional District – Water Regulations Bylaw 2838*
Stage 2 Restrictions: Sprinkler or Soaker Hose Use on any type of vegetation
Even numbered street address

Odd numbered street
address
Wednesday and Sunday

Days Permitted

Tuesday and Saturday

Times Permitted

Between midnight and 7 am, or between 7 pm and midnight

A system that progressed from information to enforcement was set up by the SRD as
follows:
•

First contravention: Resident receives an educator visit and a courtesy reminder
letter (Appendix A)

•

Second contravention: Resident receives a notice of violation letter mailed by the
SRD (Appendix B)

•

Third contravention: Information is passed to the SRD Bylaw Officer for possible
fine or installation of a water meter at the resident’s cost

Both first and second contravention letters included the water conservation tips
(Appendix C).
It quickly became apparent that the courtesy letter was strong on enforcement language
without providing the context for the water conservation program. Residents had never
been exposed to restrictions enforcement and were shocked or surprised to have their
irrigation practices held up for scrutiny. Conversations with these residents also
indicated a lack of knowledge on the background and context of the water conservation
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program. A new hand-out was created (Appendix D) to provide context and fill in gaps in
knowledge.
Special circumstances arose which indicated unfamiliarity with the details of the
irrigation bylaw, particularly when it came to permits for new lawns or medical
exemptions.
In addition, many residents explained they had 30-year-old automatic irrigation systems,
and that their timers were not capable of switching from an odds-evens to a two days
per week irrigation schedule.
Information to residents was changed and provided as needed to help them apply for
permits, or to contact Irrigation Industry Association of BC (IIABC) certified irrigation
specialists for advice on up-to-date timers or micro/drip irrigation systems (Appendix E).
PATROLLING RESULTS

Initial patrolling and surveying visits to northern Electoral Area D in June and early July
indicated very little sprinkler action during the work week.
Patrolling for Stage 2 violations was therefore aimed at non-watering days, Monday,
Thursday and Friday, between 6:30 – 8:30 am and 5:30 – 9:30 pm, or as daylight
allowed. All areas listed in the “Brown vs. Green” section above were patrolled each
week. The results are shown below.
Month

Number of first-time contraventions of Bylaw 2838

Percent

July

90 65.2%

August

48 34.8%

Total

138

The total first time Stage 2 contraventions of Bylaw 2838 observed between July and
August were 138. Approximately two thirds were observed in July and a third in August.
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FIRST TIME CONTRAVENTIONS

Of the 138 first time contraventions of Bylaw 2838 observed, 56% of residents were
home during the follow-up door to door visits.
Engagement was initiated by asking residents whether they were aware of the Stage 2
restrictions. If the residents were amenable, they received the information hand-out
(Appendix D) and were asked about barriers they experienced to following the
restrictions or recommendations for water conservation during summer (Appendix C).
This information is listed in the next section.
The remaining 44% of the residents who were not home had a stage 2 courtesy
reminder letter (Appendix A) and an information sheet (Appendix D) inserted in their
door jamb. Those whose front doors were inaccessible due to gated premises or
beware of the dog signs, received the same information from SRD by mail.
Some of these residents then called the water hotline and an exchange of information
would ensue. In some cases, the caller required a new lawn permit, or a medical
exemption.
SECOND TIME CONTRAVENTIONS

Twenty properties continued irrigating in contravention of the sprinkling bylaw after the
first courtesy visit. Their information was forwarded to the SRD, who then arranged to
mail a second notice (Appendix B) to that property.
THIRD TIME CONTRAVENTIONS

Four properties were observed a third time in contravention of the sprinkling bylaw. The
information was forwarded to the SRD Bylaw Officer.
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HOT SPOTS

Residences with first time
contraventions and that were also
“over-watering” were found in all
northern Area D neighbourhoods (Fig.
8). “Over-watering” is defined by
Bylaw 2838 as.
“To water in a manner that
saturates the lawn, boulevard,
or landscaped area being
watered and results in water
spreading onto areas beyond
them;”
However, it quickly became
apparent, based on our observations
and on residents’ comments, that

Figure 8. Restriction contraventions and over-watering
were observed in all Area D neighbourhoods

some areas were particularly prone
to over-watering and even repeat
contraventions.
For example, some residences on
Engles Road were reported to
operate sprinklers daily and flood the
road, usually around 6:00 am (Fig. 9).
Other roads in that area had
properties that were not following the
restrictions, some due to outdated
timers.
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A number of wet-driveways and roads indicated sprinkling was happening even earlier
than 6:00 am. By August 10th, morning patrols in all areas were expanded to start at
5:30 am, then 4:30 am.
Such early morning visits required understanding of visibility before sunrise. The ability
to see without the aid of artificial light happens approximately 30 minutes before actual
sunrise. This is called Civil Twilight. A comparison of civil twilight and daylight is shown
for July 1st and Aug 20th.
Date

Civil Twilight

Sunrise/daylight

Civil Twilight

July 1

4:31 am – 5:16 am

5:16 am – 9:33 pm

9:33 pm – 10:17 pm

August 20

5:43 am – 6:18 am

6:18 am – 8:29 pm

8:29 pm – 9:04 pm

From: https://www.timeanddate.com/sun/canada/campbell-river
Unfortunately, patrolling in the early hours of August meant patrolling in the dark, which
is difficult, and cannot be done by bicycle. The very early morning patrols indicated that
many more properties were using sprinklers before 4:30 am.
If the water conservation program continues, patrols will need to start at 4:00 am in
early July 2019.
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SURVEYS: UNCOVERING BARRIERS

Studies have shown that raising awareness about an issue is not enough to achieve a
sustainable change in behaviour. Instead, more success is achieved by creating a
Community-Based Social Marketing (CBSM) program that uncovers perceived barriers
to desired behaviour and then gives people the tools necessary to overcome those
barriers (McKenzie-Mohr and Smith, 1999).
Areas with large lots and high percentage of green lawns were chosen for an on-line,
door to door survey to uncover barriers to water conservation.
It was hard to find people home who were willing to do surveys. After a trial run in the
chosen areas in which 15 formal surveys were carried out, these surveys were
discontinued. Instead, informal surveys were done when talking to residents on followup visits after patrolling.
Despite the low number, the questions and results are shown in the next section. These
results are only representative of the neighbourhoods surveyed, not of the entire
northern Area D population.
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SURVEY QUESTIONS AND RESULTS

1. Water consumption more than doubles in the summer time compared to winter,
spring and fall. The reason for this is:

%
50.0%
45.0%
40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
Using sprinklers to Washing cars,
over-water lawns driveways, siding,

Leaks in the
system

Filling pools and
hot tubs

Don't know

Figure 10. Forty five percent of residents participating in this small survey
understood lawn irrigation caused the increased summer demand
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Figure 11. Eighty per cent of residents formally surveyed knew the correct bylaw
Stage in effect

Figure 12. Sixty percent of people formally surveyed said they’d be willing to
raise their lawn mower; another 27% said they already did that
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Figure 13. Over half of residents surveyed said they would be willing to measure
and adjust their weekly irrigation amounts.
5. Do you have 4 – 6” loamy soil under your lawn?
Yes
No
Not sure what I have

6.7%
53.3%
40.0%

Most residents did not know what kind of soil they had. Those who did know reported
sandy or gravelly soil.
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6. What is the best way for you to receive information about water conservation
(e.g. restrictions)?
Email
Mail-outs
Mail boxes
CR Mirror
Don't know

40.0%
26.7%
20.0%
6.7%
6.7%

This small sample size indicated a preference for emails – however, the majority of
residents informally surveyed though out northern Area D thought signs on mailboxes
would be the ideal way of getting information.
Where a formal survey was not completed, people’s comments and/or educator
observations were recorded. These are listed in the following sections.
ISSUES REPORTED BY RESIDENTS

•

Not knowing anything about restrictions (post on mailboxes)

•

Not knowing about getting new lawn permits

•

Not knowing about getting a medical exemption

•

Confusion as to geographical area and which government bylaws to follow

•

Being away on holidays and catching up on watering

•

Out-dated timers which are incapable of being set to Stage 2 restrictions

•

Poor soil beneath lawns

•

Concerns about Rhododendrons dying with the heat

•

Concerns about conifers competing with grass for water

•

Concerns about vegetable gardens and food sustainability

•

Concern about paying such high rates when only two people live in the home, do
not water lawns and are very conservative about water use

•

Desire to have meters installed, if only rates were not so high and meters so
expensive

•

Anger about high rates compared to other municipalities and districts
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•

Intention to use sprinklers at any time despite restrictions because of high water
rates

•

Concerns about ditches flooding in winter

•

Concerns about water leaks in wet ditches that run all year round

•

Feeling the City of Campbell River is punishing them for not voting to
amalgamate or hook up sewers

•

Feeling the SRD is lining their pockets as opposed to running a fiscally
responsible system

•

Belief that it is the water system leaks and not water demand that is causing the
yearly increase in consumption

ISSUES OBSERVED BY EDUCATORS

•

Communication from SRD does not seem to be getting to everyone

•

Ideal time to engage people at home seems to be between 5:30 pm – 8:30 pm
Mon – Thurs.

•

Gated properties do not allow access

•

Some properties appear to have absentee owners, are rented out and/or
managed by property companies; automatic sprinklers are set for the wrong
times and days

•

People who work shift, have just returned from camp or vacation, will water their
parched vegetation as soon as they can to prevent damage from summer
drought – regardless of restrictions

•

Some residents are unaware of effect of poor soil on watering schedules, leading
to over-watering

•

Residents are not aware about new lawn permits nor extent of time allowed to
water

•

Residents are unaware of exemptions due to medical reasons

•

Residents not distinguishing between consumption issues in summer vs. other
times of the year
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SUMMARY OF BARRIERS IMPACTING WATER CONSERVATION

The barriers to water conservation are summarized in the list below:
•

Inability for the SRD to get irrigation stage information to all property owners in
northern Area D other than by a highway sign, park notice boards and letters
(even the post office doesn’t deliver to the correct areas)

•

Lack of knowledge about the details of irrigation bylaw (dates, times, exemptions,
soaker hoses vs. micro/drip irrigation)

•

Confusion as to geographical area vs. the politically divided area – e.g., northern
Area D postal addresses indicate they live in Campbell River, some residents
look up Campbell River restrictions, as opposed to SRD restrictions

•

Summer holidays or camp work during the summer drought causes people to
use sprinklers on parched vegetation upon return, regardless of the allowable
days and times

•

Thirty-year-old sprinkler systems
have outdated timers which cannot
be reset from every other day to
two days per week

•

Lack of up-dated knowledge on
proper irrigation techniques based
on evapo-transpiration factors,
plant requirements, soil type and
irrigation systems available

•

Poor soil, e.g. gravel or sandy soil
under people’s lawns (Fig. 14)

•

Non-differentiation on summer vs.

Figure 14. Resident in the York Rd area reported

winter consumption.

properties in area have little or no loam under their
lawns.
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•

Lack of up-to-date, factual knowledge about the water system costs, repairs,
leaks etc.

WATER CONSUMPTION IN 2018

Despite all of the issues and barriers listed above, northern Area D consumption
showed that residents were practicing water conservation to the extent that the
predicted 14.5% increase in water demand did not materialize in 2018.
Based on the CCR monthly invoices for 2018 and converting annual volumes to a 365day period (see Appendix F), water consumption in 2018 dropped 5% below 2017
volumes (Fig. 15).

Northern Electoral Area D Average Daily
Consumption in cubic meters (m3)
5,000
4,500
4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

m3/day 2017

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

m3/day 2018

Figure 15. Comparison of 2017 and 2018 consumption
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LEAKAGE

Despite the belief by some northern Area D residents that system leakage is
responsible for the yearly increase in consumption, the staff report presented at the May
EASC and SRD Board meetings stated that estimated leakage is 15% based on age of
system (SRD 1, 2018).
The report continued to explain that:
“A portion of the water demand is due to leakage from failing infrastructure.
However, a review of annual water use shows that winter usage has not
consistently increased in the past five years, while summer water use has
significantly increased year over year.
A system leakage assessment in 2017 did not find any significant source that
would have contributed to the increase in the last two years.
This means that although leakage is a contributing factor it is not the cause of the
increased water demand over the past five years and not the biggest contributor
to water use.”
All reports of system leaks phoned into the water hotline were forwarded to the CCR
Public Works department. The CCR then sent a work crew to repair the leak on the
same day.
Ditches that remain water-filled even during summer drought are seen by residents as
evidence of system leakage. As one example, a Brent Road resident indicated that their
ditch had been reported to the CCR and tested years earlier, but no repairs were done.
The Brent Road water-filled ditch was again reported this summer. The CCR completed
extensive testing in the area and was unable to find any evidence of a leak.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The barriers to water conservation uncovered in northern Area D over summer of 2018
can be addressed in several ways and through different venues. The ways and venues
can be combined into a water conservation-communication plan that encompasses the
SRD community services and communication departments and the education and
outreach program. The plan is briefly described below and outlined in the table on the
following page.
The plan would need to have consistent information presented via:
•

A re-written, reorganized SRD website

•

SRD mail-outs (May and throughout the year)

•

Posters at SRD parks

•

Water conservation and/or micro/drip irrigation workshops

•

Once or twice per month hold information booths at SRD parks

•

Find way to let residents know monthly progress of water consumption and
conservation efforts

•

Neighbourhood patrolling and door to door visits

•

Hand-outs

•

Water hotline

•

Information booth at Black Creek fair and at the annual SRD roadshow

The education program could be supplemented by community-based social marketing
techniques such as surveys, prompts and obtaining commitment (Penn Sustainability,
2018).
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Barrier

Timeline

Recommendation

Inability for the SRD to get irrigation

May

Add stage info to:

stage information to all property

•

owners in northern Area D (even the

May mail-out, include cut-out with stage 2 dates and
instructions for posting on fridge

post office did not deliver mail-outs to

•

Website, social media and highway sign

the correct addresses, missing some
and including some southern Area D
addresses)

June

Post signs at:
•

The 3 SRD parks

•

Post Office mailboxes for a limited time with permission
from Canada Post

July - Aug

Publish in newspaper
Neighbourhood patrols and door to door visits
Evening or weekend info booth at each SRD park, 1/month
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Barrier

Timeline

Recommendations

Lack of knowledge about the details of Mar - May

Add bylaw specifics to website and May mail-out and include

irrigation bylaw (dates, times, new

cut-out of Stage 2 restrictions for posting on fridge

lawn or medical exemptions, soaker

Ensure new lawn permits are free and can be requested and

hoses vs. micro/drip irrigation)

awarded via email
As needed

Hold water conservation/irrigation workshops before spring
and throughout summer

June – Aug

Start neighbourhood patrols at 4 am in early July
Continue patrols and door to door visits
Evening or weekend info booth at each SRD park, 1/month

Sept
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Barrier

Timeline

Recommendations

Confusion as to geographical area vs.

Mar - May

Include a map of northern Area D in the May mail-out as well

the politically divided area – e.g.,

as on the website

northern Area D postal addresses
indicate they live in Campbell River,
some residents look up Campbell
River restrictions, as opposed to SRD
restrictions
Non-differentiation between summer

Mar - May

vs. winter consumption

Improved website with graph of summer vs winter
consumption
Include links to indoor vs. outdoor consumption websites with
tips on improving efficiency outdoors and indoors

June – Aug

Hand-outs for neighbourhood patrols and door to door visits
Evening or weekend info booth at each SRD park, 1/month

Sept
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Barrier

Timeline

Recommendations

Lack of up-to-date knowledge on

As needed

Offer Water conservation/irrigation workshops

recent developments to increase

Offer info on certified irrigation specialists

efficiency:
Offer soil testing
•

Outdated timers

•

Plant water requirements

•

Compensating for poor soils

•

Efficient irrigation techniques

June – Aug

Evening or weekend info booth at each SRD park, 1/month

Sept

Possible water conservation booth at Black Creek fall fair

Lack of up-to-date, factual knowledge

To be

Ensure website, hand-outs, educators have factual, up-to-date

about the water system costs, repairs,

provided by

knowledge on all aspects of the water system costs, repairs,

leaks etc.

SRD

leaks etc.
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Barrier

Timeline

Recommendations

Belief that system leakage is the

April - June

Determine if it is possible to test ditch water for residual

cause of increasing water demand

chlorine and/or trihalomethanes and set up an experiment to
compare results on northern Area D ditches, other nonsuspect standing water and CCR water

April - Sept

Create a communication strategy for reporting leak reports
and repair results and facts on surface water management

Depends on

Continue plan to acquire funding for installation of Universal

universal

metering. Work with CCR to replace existing Area D water

metering and

system meters with meters that have “Supervisory Control

installation of

and Data Acquisition Capabilities”, or SCADA. (Wikipedia,

SCADA

2018). Measure and report leakage accurately.

system by
CCR
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CONCLUSION
The 2018 water conservation education program engaged a minimum of 316 people
through the various outreach methods used.
Raising awareness of the need for water conservation in northern Area D appears to
have helped reduce the anticipated increase in 2018 water demand from 14.5% to a 5%
decrease (based on City of Campbell River invoices and adjusting volumes to 365 days
for both years, see Appendix F).
It should be noted, however, that the Area D faction that believes that leaks are
responsible for the increased consumption over the years also believes that the
reduction in 2018 is because of CCR repairs to reported leaks in the system.
It is possible that this point will remain a point of contention until universal metering is
installed. The plan to replace the current CCR meters measuring incoming water with
new meters that include Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Capabilities (SCADA)
for recording of hourly flow rates, may also help in establishing actual leakage vs.
consumption data.
Addressing the barriers to water conservation uncovered throughout the program by
following the recommendations presented may result in further reductions in per capita
water demand as residents improve the efficiency of irrigation practices and adopt
recommendations for indoor water conservation.
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APPENDIX A: COURTESY REMINDER STAGE 2 RESTRICTIONS
Property Address:_______________________________________________
Date: ____________________________
Re: Courtesy Reminder - Stage 2 Watering Restrictions in Effect
Dear Resident:
Your residence was observed using a sprinkler or soaker hose for watering a lawn, trees, shrubs, flower or
vegetable beds on:
Date_________________________________ at ___________________________________
in contravention of the Stage 2 Sprinkling Restrictions Bylaw 2838 as shown below:
Strathcona Regional District – Water Regulations Bylaw 2838 - Stage 2 Restrictions
For sprinkler or soaker hose use*
Even numbered street address

Odd numbered street address

Days Permitted

Tuesday and Saturday

Wednesday and Sunday

Times Permitted

Between midnight and 7 am, or between 7 pm and midnight

*See over for more info or visit http://www.strathconard.ca/area-d-water-service
The sprinkling restrictions are in place to ensure sprinklers or soaker hoses do not run during the day, when up
to 50% of the water can be lost due to evaporation.
Please note that in our region, lawns need no more than one inch of water per week and that raising your
lawnmower to 3 inches will result in greener grass with less water.
For more information on why water conservation is of paramount importance and tips on how to improve
lawn watering efficiency;
•

Visit the SRD website: http://www.strathconard.ca/electoral-area-d-water-service

•

Call or email the water hotline: 250-203-1820, water@srd.ca

Sincerely, SRD official (e.g. Environmental Service Coordinator or Community Services Manager)
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APPENDIX B: LETTER FOR 2 ND CONTRAVENTION
Property Address: ________________________ Date: ____________________________

Re: Stage 2 Watering Restrictions – Notice of Contravention
Dear _________________________,
We have it on record that your property received information on Stage 2 restrictions on or after ___________,
2018, after being observed using a sprinkler or soaker hose for watering a lawn, trees, flower or vegetable
beds in contravention of Bylaw 2838 (see below).
Strathcona Regional District – Water Regulations Bylaw 2838 Stage 2
For sprinkler or soaker hose use on lawns, shrubs, trees, vegetables or flowers*
Even numbered street address
Odd numbered street address
Days Permitted
Tuesday and Saturday
Wednesday and Sunday
Times Permitted

Between midnight and 7 am, or between 7 pm and midnight

*See over for more info or visit http://www.strathconard.ca/area-d-water-service
Your residence was again observed to be in contravention of Bylaw 2838 on:
Date(s) and Time(s)____________________________________________________________
Our policy is that all residences observed in contravention of the Water Regulations Bylaw will receive one
courtesy reminder visit or letter. Repeated contraventions of the bylaw may result in a fine or the requirement to
install a water meter at the property owner’s expense. In the case of continued violation, each day of the violation
constitutes a separate offence.
If you are having trouble resetting your timer, please call an irrigation specialist for advice (see attached list).
To find out why water conservation is of paramount importance and for tips on water-efficient lawns and homes

•
•

See over-leaf and attached info sheet
Call or email the water hotline: 250-203-1820, water@srd.ca

Sincerely, SRD official, (e.g. Environmental Service Coordinator or Community Services Manager)
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APPENDIX C: TIPS FOR IMPROVING WATER USE EFFICIENCY
How can you increase your water efficiency?
To cut down on water consumption, first you need to know how much water you are using and how you can
ensure efficiency. Use this water calculator for estimates and water saving ideas. https://www.home-waterworks.org/calculator
To immediately begin increasing your water efficiency this summer, follow these tips:
Outdoors:

1. Follow the watering restrictions
Strathcona Regional District - Bylaw 2838 - Stage 2 Restrictions
For sprinkler or soaker hose use on lawns, shrubs, trees, vegetables or flowers*
Even numbered street address
Odd numbered street address
Days Permitted

Tuesday and Saturday

Wednesday and Sunday

Times Permitted

Between midnight and 7 am, or between 7 pm and midnight

2. Raise lawn mower to 3 “: Longer grass shades roots and soil, slowing evaporation; it
keeps feeding roots after cutting, reducing stress on the plant

3. Water no more than 1”/week including rain: Grass in this area cannot physically absorb
more than 1” per week. Measure with a tuna can or any device and adjust your sprinkler
time accordingly

4. Increase soil depth: The deeper your soil, the deeper your roots – 6” is ideal. Add ¼
inch soil once or twice/year, in spring and fall
Other tips:
• In the spring: Lime, aerate, dethatch if necessary
• Don’t set and forget sprinkler systems: Check them monthly, reset heads as necessary
• You can water at any time with a:
o Micro-irrigation system (NOT a soaker hose),
o Hand held container or hand-held hose with automatic shut-off nozzle
Indoors:
•
•
•

Install low flow showers and toilets
Check if your appliances are rated for water and energy efficiency
Check for leaks, e.g. toilet water tank into the bowl (there are tablets to check this out)
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APPENDIX D: HAND-OUT PROVIDING PROGRAM RATIONALE
Northern Electoral Area D water consumption increased 36% between 2013 and 2017. Based on the annual
data, consumption is projected to increase a further 15% in 2018.
In this area, average use is estimated at 715 litres per person per day (lpcd), or 157 imp. gal. per person per
day (imp. gal. pcd). Metered properties use 50 - 65% less water ~ 357 lpcd, or 79 imp gal pcd. This quantity
amounts to ~25 m3/month (5,500 imp gal per month).
Two main factors contribute to the high consumption.
Climate
This climograph of Campbell River and Black Creek shows the
average monthly temperature and precipitation using data gathered
over 30 years (from http://climate.weather.gc.ca/FAQ_e.html).
Rainfall (green bars) can be four times less in summer than in
winter and fall.
Lawn watering practices The second graph shows that Northern Electoral Area D water consumption more
than doubles in summertime.
This increase can be traced mainly to sprinkler use and overwatering lawns.
“Over-watering” is defined as adding more water than the lawn

140,000
120,000

Northern Electoral Area D Water
Demand
m3/month Summer - >120,000
m3
Winter ~ 40,000

m3

100,000

can absorb and results in water spreading beyond the area

80,000

being watered.

60,000
40,000
20,000

program will help residents increase water efficiency and so,

0

reduce the projected increases.
See overleaf for tips to increase water efficiency in your home.
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APPENDIX E: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AS NEEDED
NEW LAWN SPRINKLING PERMIT:

MEDICAL EXCEPTION PERMIT
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IIABC CERTIFIED IRRIGATION SPECIALISTS
From: https://www.irrigationbc.com/irrigation/members/search. To do the search yourself, click on the link, then in the drop down boxes select:
•
•
•

All types
Vancouver Island/Coast
All Classifications

This list was extracted from the IIABC website on July 30, 2018.This list may not be complete nor up-to-date, please look on-line for more
local irrigation companies. Other retailers may also sell irrigation equipment and schedulers.
Company*

Location

Address

Person

Phone

3E Excavating & Irrigation Ltd.

Campbell River

1732 Aspen Way

Mike Russell

250-850-9653

Andrew Sheret Ltd.

Campbell River

1395 Maple Street

Ask Front Desk

250-287-9571

Start to Finish Landscaping

Campbell River

900 Timberline Drive

Jeremy Melanson

Facebook

Sticks 'N Stones Nursery

Campbell River

PO Box 32 64 Dogwood St

Ask Front Desk

250-286-6916

Andrew Sheret Ltd.

Courtenay

699 29th Street

Ask Front Desk

250-334-3353

Corix Water Products LP

Courtenay

#2 - 2683 Moray Ave.

Ask Front Desk

250-334-3200

Iritek Pumps & Irrigation

Courtenay

Unit B - 4635 Madrona Pl

Ask Front Desk

250-338-5020

Mainline Irrigation

Courtenay

Po Box 3624

Jason Draper

250-792-1071

MRM Irrigation

Courtenay

2575 Webdon Rd

Mathew Cleland

604-966-7608

Van Isle Water Services Ltd.

Courtenay

260-B Tsolum Rd

Mark Miard

250-338-8737

See over for recommendations from IIABC on hiring a contractor for installing an irrigation system.
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To hire a contractor or for getting advice on irrigation scheduling, here are some recommendations
from the Irrigation Industry Association of BC (IIABC). The last four points are most relevant when
considering a new irrigation timer. https://www.irrigationbc.com/page/selecting-a-contractor
These questions should be asked before a contractor submits a proposal on your landscaping in
order to protect yourself and your investment:
•

Do you have a business license and will you show it to me?

•

How many years has this specific company name been in business and can you supply reliable
references?

•

Does your company carry liability insurance and if so, to what extent?

•

What type of cross connection control or backflow prevention is required by our municipality?
Does your company have a certified cross-connection (backflow) expert on staff?

•

Is your company a member of the IRRIGATION INDUSTRY ASSOCIATION OF B.C.? (You
can search for Certified Professionals on the IIABC's website to verify this.)

•

If I select your design, are you able to stamp your design with an approved IIABC Certified
Irrigation Designer stamp or have an approved designer certify it? (IIABC Certified Irrigation
Designers are also searchable under the IIABC's website Certified Professionals table.)

•

What types of products will you use and why?

•

Is the contractor able to provide irrigation scheduling information using Farmwest and /or the
IIABC scheduling calculator?

•

Has the contractor provided a schedule to match peak conditions and provided information on
how to adjust the schedule?

•

Will the irrigation system be able to provide sufficient water to the plants within the local
government watering restrictions?
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APPENDIX F. ADJUSTING MONTHLY AND YEARLY CONSUMPTION TO EQUIVALENT TIME
PERIODS FOR ACCURATE COMPARISONS
Northern Area D consumption volumes are obtained from CCR invoices. These invoices are read at
convenient intervals approximating one month. The intervals at which the meters are read not
consistent from month to month, nor to year to year.
For example, consumption in 2017 taken from the invoices shows that water volume going to
northern Area D was 847,639 m3 in 351 days.
Consumption in 2018 taken from the invoices shows that water volume going to northern Area D was
861,770 m3 in 377 days.
On the surface, it looks like consumption in 2018 was higher than 2017 – but the reading in 2018
accounts for an extra 26 days, when compared to that in 2017.
If each annual volume is converted to 365 days, consumption in 2017 was 881,448 m3 and in 2018
consumption was 834,340 m3 as shown in the table below
Year

Adding up all invoice amounts

Conversion to 365 days

m3

No of days

m3

No of days

2017

847,639

351

881,448

365

2018

861,770

377

834,340

365

Based on this equalization of periods, consumption in 2018 dropped by 5% when compared to 2017.
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